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The MissionThe MissionThe MissionThe MissionThe Mission

The Nordic Council of Ministers established NIAS in 1967 as
a focal point for research on Asia in the Nordic countries.
During the past decade NIAS has witnessed a dynamic
development. The agenda of activities and services has
broadened and the focus of the research has shifted towards
transitions in contemporary Asia. The research is now multi-
disciplinary and mainly based on the social sciences. The
mission of NIAS is to

•  undertake and support innovative research of high
quality to strengthen NIAS’s position as an international
‘centre of excellence’ within Asia research;

• contribute to creating international recognition and
respect for Nordic Asia research;

• promote NIAS’s position in the Nordic countries as an
important window for high-class, research-based
knowledge and information about Asia.

Geographically, NIAS covers Asia, except for the Middle
East. For some years now, there has been a certain emphasis
on East and Southeast Asia. However, the Indian Sub-
continent is an important part of our mandate, as is, to a
lesser degree, Central Asia.

Our mandate and partnership with the Asian Studies
communities in the Nordic countries remain at the heart of
our mission. At the same time, NIAS endeavours to be an
open and non-exclusive institute and it maintains the highest
academic quality and a clear academic profile and focus.
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2002 – Asia and NIAS

Once again, Asia has been on the top of the
international agenda. The aftermath of 11
September, the war in Afghanistan, and a number
of terrorist acts have continued to force us to focus
on terrorism in Asia and its causes. The uncertain
ways of North Korea vis-à-vis international
pressure for disarmament have questioned the
stability of East Asia as well. The recovery of the
most developed Asian economies is dragging out
and the world economy is increasingly moving
into a recession-like state. There are exceptions
in Asia and some countries manage to maintain
healthy growth rates. In this context, the push for
more regional integration in East and Southeast
Asia deserve our critical attention.

Asia was more visible to ordinary Europeans
in 2002. The fourth ASEM (Asia–Europe Meeting)
summit was held successfully in Copenhagen in
September. The congregation of 25 heads of
states from Asia and Europe did not go unnoticed
and boosted reporting and academic publishing
on Asia and the Asia–EU relationship. The summit
and its associated meetings showed that there
are excellent opportunities for strengthening
European ties with Asia. We hope that our
politicians will continue to recognize the need
for thorough research to underpin the policy-
making process and to keep their voters well
informed of developments in Asia.

At our end, we have been trying to follow and
document Asian events in 2002. Our main task
is to do research and to support research efforts
to provide the explanations for what is happening
in modern Asia. Here, we have to strike a delicate
balance between basic research and reviews and
commentary on current affairs.

This pamphlet provides some of the highlights
of the year and information that we believe will
be useful to our partners, users and friends.
The results of our work are shown on pp. 4, 5,
7 and 14–15, and more detailed information can
be found on our website: http://www.nias.ku.dk/
nias/who/annuals.htm.

During 2002, we updated and started
implementing our research strategy (http://
www.nias.ku.dk/nias/activities/research/
strategy.htm). This allowed us to have a clearer
focus on our academic work and to attract
external scholars with relevant profiles and
projects. We managed to deliver a considerable
research output of high quality, but it is no secret
that we would feel more confident with more
researchers based at NIAS. We would like to
produce more, and also engage in more
collaborative projects and networking.

NIAS has always seen
support to students of Asia
as a key task. We have our
SUPRA Programme (see
p. 10), which provides dif-
ferent services to students
in the Nordic countries. The
programme has maintained
its profile and level of activity
in 2002.

Jørgen Delman, Director

The NIAS Library and Information Centre
(NIAS LINC) continued to increase its services
(see p. 12). There were more visitors and more
books were lent out. At the same time, NIAS
LINC is preparing a project to digitalize more of
its services and to offer them to the users via
the Internet.

NIAS Press published nine titles in 2002 (see
pp. 14–15) with four more titles in press at the
end of the year.

NIAS published 4 issues of the newsletter
NIASnytt in 2002. The quarterly has moved away
from being simply a newsletter, with each issue
now highlighting a specific theme. In 2002, the
themes were: ‘East Asian Economic Crisis – 5
years after’ (no. 1); ‘The ASEM Process’ (no. 2);
‘Central Asia One Year After ’ (no. 3); and
‘Perceptions of the Past in Asia’ (no. 4). In 2003,
NIASnytt will be published under the title NIASnytt
– Asia Insights.

Our electronic newsletter, NIASUpdate, has
become quite well-known and we will continue
to improve it in 2003.

During the year, NIAS was involved in a
considerable number of seminars, workshops
and conferences. Most were held at NIAS, but
we also worked with Nordic partners to organize
these events or to share guest lecturers. We strive
to organize workshops and conferences in Asia
as well and we are happy to have had a number of
these events in China, Indonesia and Vietnam in
2002. We believe that this will strengthen our
relations to our Asia partners and our profile in
Asian countries.

The core staff at NIAS is financed by the Nordic
Council of Ministers. While the core staff has
remained intact, there has been considerable
change in the composition of the affiliated staff,
i.e. those working at NIAS with their own financing.
We had more affiliated researchers  in 2002 than
in 2001. NIAS encourages external researchers
to be affiliated with NIAS and to work at our
premises. We can offer a stimulating research
environment and our associates can contribute with
interesting projects and intellectual challenge.

A-Year-02-03 3/4/03, 12:453
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RESEARCH

Research activity, person years 4,25 6
• incl. externally financed (incl. above) (incl. above)

Research productivity (all researchers)

• monographs and edited publications 9

• scientific articles in recognised journals 7 13

• chapters in scholarly publications 6 -

• other publications 30 9

NORDIC RESEARCH SUPPORT AND EDUCATION

Associated researchers (months) 84 55
• of these Nordic researchers (months) 79 -

Guest researchers (number) 8 9

Associated students and others (months) 38 -

Theses 3 -

NIAS-organized networks 6 -

Seminars and lectures 60 35 (+15)

• of these by Nordic researchers 34 -

Members of SUPRA programme 270 -

• % of these visited NIAS 13 15

Number of contact scholarships 35 27

Research scholarships (included in the above in 1995–2000) 13 9

Travel grants (number) 5 -

Number of visitors to library 5,688 2,000

Specialized e-mail lists (new category) 21 -

• subscribers to e-mail lists 1643 -

Library  loans 7,002 400

Inter-library loans 1,433 -

Hits on library home page (new category) 60,410 -

NIAS PRESS  –  SCIENTIFIC PUBLISHING PROGRAMME

Published titles 9 12

• of these Nordic authors 5 8

Proposals for publications 30 22

INTELLECTUAL EXCHANGE, PUBLIC INFORMATION AND ACADEMIC NETWORKING

Number of seminars by foreign guests
     (incl. above under ‘Research support‘) (15)

Number of non-Nordic guest researchers 8 5

Workshops and conferences 10 4

NIAS staff – conference participation 31 -

Conference papers (not published)  by NIAS staff
   (incl. associate researchers) 19 12

Brief interventions at conferences, lectures etc. 31 -

Asia Updates 1 1

• participants in Asia Updates 150 30

Study tours arranged by NIAS 3 -

Number of NIASnytt [NIAS news] issues 4 4

Consulting assignments 5 3

Media interventions 18 -

Active MoUs 15 3

• of these publishing contracts 9 -

Result
2002

Contract goal
2001/2002

Results  2002
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NIASNIASNIASNIASNIAS spon spon spon spon sponsorship 2002sorship 2002sorship 2002sorship 2002sorship 2002

With only partial funding from the
Nordic Council of Ministers, NIAS
solicits sponsorship from many
different sources. Our sponsors in
2002 were:

• Asia Intelligence Ltd., UK

• Asianettverket, Norway

• Care Denmark

• Carlsberg Foundation, Denmark

• Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation.
Taiwan

• Daloon Foundation, Denmark

• Danish Council for Development
Research

• Danish Institute for Advanced
Studies in the Humanities

• Danish Institute of International
Affairs (DUPI)

• Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs

• Danish Social Science Research
Council

• Demokratifonden, Denmark

• École Française d’Éxtreme Orient,
France

• European Institute of Asian
Studies, Belgium

• Finnish Ministry of Foreign Affairs

• Indonesian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs

• Institute of Human Rights, Oslo
University, Norway

• The Journal of Peace Research,
Norway

• Norwegian Institute of Inter-
national Affairs

• Parahyangan Catholic University,
Indonesia

• The Swedish School of Advanced
Asia and Pacific Studies (SSAAPS)

• University of Helsinki, Department
of Political Science, Finland

• Velux Foundation, Denmark

In 2003, NIAS shall launch a
Sponsor Care ProgrammeSponsor Care ProgrammeSponsor Care ProgrammeSponsor Care ProgrammeSponsor Care Programme to attract
more sponsorship. The programme
will provide certain benefits to our
sponsors in terms of enhancing their
profile in our activities and
promotion work.

NIAS and ASEM 4NIAS and ASEM 4NIAS and ASEM 4NIAS and ASEM 4NIAS and ASEM 4
The 4th Summit of the Asia–Europe Meeting (ASEM) was held in
Copenhagen on 23–24 September 2002. At the same time, an NGO
Forum was convened close to the summit venue. During the months
leading up to the ASEM meeting, NIAS was involved in various activities
aiming to broaden the knowledge and understanding of the ASEM
process.

Academic meetings

 • With the support of the Danish Institute of International Affairs (DUPI)
and NIAS, the Eurasia Political Culture Research Network (EPCReN)
organized its 6th workshop on ‘Good government’, in Copenhagen on
26–27 August. The theme of the workshop was Views on Self andViews on Self andViews on Self andViews on Self andViews on Self and
Others in the Political Process: A Comparative Look at Values, CultureOthers in the Political Process: A Comparative Look at Values, CultureOthers in the Political Process: A Comparative Look at Values, CultureOthers in the Political Process: A Comparative Look at Values, CultureOthers in the Political Process: A Comparative Look at Values, Culture
and Governance.and Governance.and Governance.and Governance.and Governance.

• Asia Update: A one-day conference was organized by the European
Alliance for Asian Studies at the European Parliament in Brussels on 11
September 2002. The theme of the conference was ‘Europe–Asia OneEurope–Asia OneEurope–Asia OneEurope–Asia OneEurope–Asia One
Year after the 11th of September’.Year after the 11th of September’.Year after the 11th of September’.Year after the 11th of September’.Year after the 11th of September’.

•  Within the framework of ASEM4people (the ASEM NGO Forum),
NIAS and Gender & Rights (a Danish NGO) staged a workshop on
Chinese, Nordic and UK NGOs and Activism against Gender BasedChinese, Nordic and UK NGOs and Activism against Gender BasedChinese, Nordic and UK NGOs and Activism against Gender BasedChinese, Nordic and UK NGOs and Activism against Gender BasedChinese, Nordic and UK NGOs and Activism against Gender Based
Violence – The Interaction of National NGOs, the State andViolence – The Interaction of National NGOs, the State andViolence – The Interaction of National NGOs, the State andViolence – The Interaction of National NGOs, the State andViolence – The Interaction of National NGOs, the State and
International OrganizationsInternational OrganizationsInternational OrganizationsInternational OrganizationsInternational Organizations. The workshop took place in September.

NIAS also worked with DUPI to organize seminars

•  Japanese Regional Politics•  Japanese Regional Politics•  Japanese Regional Politics•  Japanese Regional Politics•  Japanese Regional Politics. Roundtable at NIAS on 7 March. Speaker:
Takashi Inoguchi.

• EPCReN seminar at DUPI on 27 August : Globalization and DemocracyGlobalization and DemocracyGlobalization and DemocracyGlobalization and DemocracyGlobalization and Democracy
– A Comparative Look at Values, Political Culture and Governance– A Comparative Look at Values, Political Culture and Governance– A Comparative Look at Values, Political Culture and Governance– A Comparative Look at Values, Political Culture and Governance– A Comparative Look at Values, Political Culture and Governance.
Speakers: Professor Kim Uichol, Professor Shamsul A.B.

• The Chinese in Southeast Asia – How Chinese Are They? The Chinese in Southeast Asia – How Chinese Are They? The Chinese in Southeast Asia – How Chinese Are They? The Chinese in Southeast Asia – How Chinese Are They? The Chinese in Southeast Asia – How Chinese Are They? Roundtable at
NIAS on 28 August. Speaker: Prof. Wang Gungwu. The Roundtable
was co-organized with the Department of Asian Studies, University of
Copenhagen.

NIAS contributed with information and publications on the ASEM Process

• NIAS Information Gateway to ASEM in Asia: NIAS Information Gateway to ASEM in Asia: NIAS Information Gateway to ASEM in Asia: NIAS Information Gateway to ASEM in Asia: NIAS Information Gateway to ASEM in Asia: On 1 August, NIAS
launched the new web site NIAS INFORMATION GATEWAY to ASEM
in Asia at http://www.niaslinc.dk/Gateways/asem with a link to it on
the official website set up by the Danish Foreign Ministry at http://
www.um.dk/asem/.

•          ASEM 2002 – A BackgrounderASEM 2002 – A BackgrounderASEM 2002 – A BackgrounderASEM 2002 – A BackgrounderASEM 2002 – A Backgrounder/. Edited by Patrick Köllner (Special
issue of Südostasien aktuell. ISSN 0722-8821). Issued by the Institute of
Asian Affairs Hamburg as an Asia Alliance publication.

•          Good Government, Nordic and East Asian PerspectivesGood Government, Nordic and East Asian PerspectivesGood Government, Nordic and East Asian PerspectivesGood Government, Nordic and East Asian PerspectivesGood Government, Nordic and East Asian Perspectives. Edited by
Geir Helgesen and Uichol Kim. Copenhagen: NIAS Press, 2002. 64
pp.

•  NIASnytt  no. 2, 2002 (produced in May–June). Theme: ‘‘‘‘‘The ASEM
Process’’’’’

The ASEM process continues and the next ASEM Summit will be held in Hanoi
in 2004 with the Government of Vietnam as host. NIAS intends to continue to
work with ASEM-related issues. In this context we shall engage the European
Alliance for Asian Studies as well as partners in the Nordic countries and Asia,
in particular in Vietnam.

A-Year-02-03 3/4/03, 12:455
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NIAS adds value to
Asia studies in the
Nordic countries. We

• contribute to
development of a
platform for Asia
research

• stimulate intellectual
exchange within and
between different
disciplines

• seek to bring
coherence to scattered
research environments

• contribute to the
development of a
resource base of
researchers

• support networking
and provides access to
these networks and our
partnerships

• provide up-to-date
information services on
Asia

• stimulate collaboration
with the Baltic
countries and
Northwest Russia

• publish scholarly Asia
research and
disseminate research-
based knowledge

• gather resources and
make them available
for development of
research partnerships
and, in some cases,
research capacity in
Asia

• maintain a focus on
the need for
undertaking Asia
research

 Activities and Services

• Multidisciplinary research
projects funded by NIAS or
external sources

• Guest researcher programme

• Library services (access to
physical and electronic
resources)

• Information services (access
to packaged information)

• SUPRA Scholarship
programme for students

• Courses for PhD Students
• Organization of conferences,

seminars and workshops
• Networks and partnerships

• Publications by researchers
• NIAS Press
• NIASnytt
• E-mail lists
• Organization of seminars and

workshops
• Media presentations and

reports to the media

• Policy-oriented research and
analysis

• Specific assignments for
development organizations
and consulting companies
which call for research inputs

Research

Research support

Dissemination

Research-based consultancy

A-Year-02-03 3/4/03, 12:456
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Research Projects 2002
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x

x
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Jørgen Delman, Director
China’s dairy sector and the challenges of the market
Townships/local government and enterprise development in China and Vietnam
The fate of farmers’ organisation in China

Geir Helgesen, Senior Researcher
The Eurasia Political Culture Research Network (EPCReN) Good Government  study
Asia and Globalization

Timo Kivimäki, Senior Researcher
Conflicts and Development Cooperation
Conflicts of Indonesia
International diplomacy and political bargaining between Southeast Asian nations and

the United States and EU
The phenomenon of  ‘long inter-state peace of Southeast Asia’

Cecilia Nathansen Milwertz, Senior Researcher
Organizing for Gender Equality in China – a process of cultural and political change
Chinese Women Moving Boundaries – activism, constraint and support
The roles and interaction of local NGOs, the state and international organizations in

addressing violence against women

Finn Tarp, Senior Researcher
Strengthening the Development Research and Policy Analysis Capacity of CIEM

Markku Heiskanen, Senior Researcher
Eurasian geoeconomies to the Finnish Foreign Ministry

Vibeke Børdahl, Senior Researcher
Chinese Storytelling: The Interplay of oral and written traditions in popular culture
Large-scale Registration of Chinese Storytelling
Translation of The Oral Tradition of Yangzhou Storytelling into Chinese

Ole Bruun, Senior Researcher
Khotont – a Herding Community in Central Mongolia
Fengshui in China

Stefan Eklöf, Researcher
Piracy in Southeast Asia
Sexuality, gender and power in Southeast Asia

Alexandra Kent, Researcher
Sharing the Power of God: Chinese Participation in the Tamil Hindu Festival of

Thaipusam in Penang, Malaysia
‘Recovering Community: the role of the Revival of Buddhism in Cambodia’

Lotte Isager, Researcher
CIEM/NIAS research project on resource mobilization, resource allocation and

employment creation in Quang Nam Province, Vietnam

Jens Kovsted, Researcher
Financial Sector Study, CIEM

Mads Holst Jensen, Ph.D Student
Public Enemy or Vanguard of the Revolution? An Analysis of  Chinese Discourses on

Liumang Juvenile Delinquency

Kristin Ingvarsdóttir, Ph.D. Student
International exchange and the internationalization of Japanese society

2002     2003
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Prospects for 2003

We shall continue to implement the strategy formulated in early 2002.
However, the key challenge in 2003 will be the process of restructuring
NIAS that was initiated by the Nordic Council of Ministers. The first few
months of the year will be devoted to soliciting potential new owners and
alternative financing. The Nordic Council of Ministers is primarily focusing
on possible national ownership with a continued Nordic mandate. The
Board of NIAS has stated that the Nordic mission is at the heart of NIAS
and that the new owner(s) should be committed to that mission. The Council
of Ministers will prepare a plan for the restructuring over the summer of
2003 and this will be discussed internally during the autumn. At the end
of the year, the plan will be incorporated into a new contract for NIAS,
which will presumably cover a 3–5 year period.

The restructuring process is a constructive challenge. During the year,
we shall work with our partners and possible new owners to identify
opportunities for continuing and expanding our activities in a more
sustainable manner.

The annual work plan will guide NIAS’s activities throughout the year.
At the beginning of 2003, the ‘order book’ is fairly full and the work plan
is awash with interesting activities. Apart from the restructuring process,
some of the other strategic priorities are to

• continue to refine our research strategy

• expand the number of researchers

• solicit opportunities for research-based consultancy

• implement a business plan for NIAS Press that will allow the Press to
become more independent and eventually become financially
sustainable

• expand the digitalized services of NIAS LINC

• increase sponsorship for our activities, in particular from the private
sector. In 2003, NIAS will launch a Sponsor Care Programme, which
will provide certain benefits to our sponsors in terms of enhancing their
profile in our activities and promotion work.

In addition to these priorities, NIAS has a number of administrative
projects. We shall implement a new IT system and website. We shall also
have a new telephone system installed. All of these projects are part of
our ongoing efforts to modernize our communication with the outside world
as well as our administration.

At the end of 2003, we hope to have a long-term vision and plan in
place so that NIAS may continue as a lead institution in Asian Studies in
the Nordic countries and also attain our goal of being an international
centre of excellence in Asian Studies.

Jobs in Asian StudiesJobs in Asian StudiesJobs in Asian StudiesJobs in Asian StudiesJobs in Asian Studies
NIAS announces job opportunities in Asian Studies worldwide on our
website. We would like to become a leading website for publishing such
job opportunities and invite our partners to submit them to our secretariat
(sec@nias.ku.dk) as soon as they are official.

A-Year-02-03 3/4/03, 12:458
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Blessings for a research group
To secure funding for research within the social sciences is not easy, and it seems to be even more
difficult when themes and topics relate to exotic areas such as Asia, despite the current (though somewhat
inflated) use of the catchword ‘globalization’. There are no rules, however, without pleasant exceptions.
The Eurasia Political Culture Research Network (EPCReN) based at NIAS benefited from such an
exception to its sixth workshop that took place in Copenhagen late August 2002.

It so happened that ASEM (the Asia Europe Meeting, see p. 5) held its fourth summit in Copenhagen,
only a month after the EPCReN workshop. This suddenly made Asia more relevant, and the Danish
Institute of International Affairs (DUPI) decided very generously to sponsor our Copenhagen activities.
This enabled us to invite members of the network, as well as other Asian and European colleagues, to
participate in the meetings.

On top of this support, the research group was invited to hold its meetings in a very special place.
The coastline north of Copenhagen is beautiful, with mansions located in park-like gardens. In one of
these mansions, at the seaside, the Japanese Tokai University has its European administrative centre
with conference facilities. Here in a calm and serene atmosphere viewing Sweden on the other side of
the Sound and with a Japanese-style house in the garden for traditional tea ceremonies, EPCReN was
invited to hold its workshop. The staff at the University spared no pains to make the group feel at home
and as a non-profit organization Tokai University only charged us a nominal amount for the adventure.

The workshop included a half-day seminar at the premises of DUPI where EPCReN members
presented papers on Islam in Asia, and where the two authors, Uichol Kim and Geir Helgesen, presented
the preliminary report, Good Government, Nordic and East Asian Perspectives (NIAS Press & DUPI,
Copenhagen 2002).

Geir Helgesen, Senior Researcher

Time well spent?

In 2002, I experienced one of the most time-consuming application exercises that I have ever
come across. On behalf of the Indonesian Conflict Studies Network (www.conflicttransform.org/
icsn.htm), I drafted and compiled an application for a research and training programme within the
EU ‘Asia Link programme’. It proved difficult to reconcile the proclaimed priority of ownership by
developing countries of the development cooperation programmes, on the one hand, and the EU
priority of standardizing applications for the sake of fair comparison, on the other. In fact, to be
able to compare hundreds of applications, the EU requires a high degree of uniformity in the
application forms, timetables, budgets and attachments.

During the application process, I realized from some of my Indonesian partners that strict Euro-
centric formalities easily alienate them. Many of the required standard documents that could easily
be found in European universities were not available in Indonesia, and many of the technicalities
of the EU were simply not possible to fulfil in a non-European context. The only way around it
would be to design a superficial, but formally perfect project simply to comply with the technical
requirements of the programme. If one already had a vision before the EU terms of reference were
officially announced, then one simply had to give up many elements of the original plan to make
it feasible and technically eligible. The technical requirements clearly serve applicants who are
not only in the game to promote quality research or a research-cum-training agenda. It seemed
that one might be better off by doing simple, fairly superficial, but formally perfect applications to
get more resources for future applications. It will be a major task for the EU evaluators to avoid
rewarding opportunistic applications.

Timo Kivimäki, Senior Researcher

A-Year-02-03 3/4/03, 12:459
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Why NIAS? An Interview with Leda GuiffridaWhy NIAS? An Interview with Leda GuiffridaWhy NIAS? An Interview with Leda GuiffridaWhy NIAS? An Interview with Leda GuiffridaWhy NIAS? An Interview with Leda Guiffrida

Why did you come to NIAS?

I knew a student from my course who had been visiting
NIAS two years ago, so I knew the existence of the
institute through her. Then I looked at NIAS’s website to
find some information and I noticed that NIAS had a
scholarship programme. I thought it would be a good
way to get contacts because I presumed there would be
other people working with Vietnam here.

How do you find your stay?

I have got a lot of contacts. I also went to Roskilde University
because NIAS helped me to get in contact with some people
there who have specialized on Vietnam, so that was very
useful. It’s always good to meet people and talk to them
because they might know of, or have themselves, some
papers that aren’t available elsewhere or haven’t been
published yet; that’s often the most important material. I have
also got a lot of material from the library here at NIAS. I got
some books, but the majority is from the databases, the
electronic journals and the journals that are here. It’s material
I can’t get in Stockholm.

Do you have any suggestions to what NIAS can do
differently?

People at NIAS are really helpful: they provided all the
information I needed and even handed out city maps.
Everything was very well organized, so the main thing
that could be improved is that people get to know more
about NIAS. There should be more publicity. Even simple
posters at the universities saying what NIAS works with
would improve the situation a lot.

Interview by Bodil Juul
Master’s student at NIAS

Leda Guiffrida comes
from the Stockholm
School of Economics and
is doing her M.Sc. thesis
on ‘Labour Mobility and
Employment
Remuneration in Vietnam,
a Comparison of Wage
Employment in Public and
Private Firms’.

- I am looking at labour
mobility and labour
compensation in Vietnam
in relation to the
economic reforms, doi
moi, that started in the
1980s when the
government embarked on
a set of reforms that
aimed at establishing a
market economy under
state regulation. I look at
the main factors
determining and inhibiting
the movement of workers
in Vietnam and do a
comparison of
compensations between
SOEs, the private sector
and joint ventures.

NIAS SUPRA Programme

The SUPRA programme targets MA students and doctoral candidates
in the Nordic and Baltic countries. The programme offers a number of
services to the students (http://www.nias.ku.dk/activities/supra). Most
important is the scholarship programme that allows students to visit
NIAS, use our library and interact with staff and visitors at NIAS.
Often, visiting students are asked to give lunch talks to introduce their
projects.
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The First Nordic–China Women & Gender Studies Conference

Re-negotiating the Politics of the Public and the Private – Gender and Politics in China and theRe-negotiating the Politics of the Public and the Private – Gender and Politics in China and theRe-negotiating the Politics of the Public and the Private – Gender and Politics in China and theRe-negotiating the Politics of the Public and the Private – Gender and Politics in China and theRe-negotiating the Politics of the Public and the Private – Gender and Politics in China and the
Nordic CountriesNordic CountriesNordic CountriesNordic CountriesNordic Countries

The conference looked at how political actors and grassroot activists cross, merge or create boundaries
between what is perceived as a public and thereby a political matter and what is a private and thereby a
non-political matter. The aim was to develop transnational, cross-cultural and cross-disciplinary perspectives
on the significance and relevance of the feminist public–private critique in and across the Chinese and
Nordic contexts. This conference brought together 70 academics and activists from China, four Nordic
countries (Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark), India, Austria and Great Britain. It was held at Fudan
University in Shanghai in November 2002. The organizers were
• NIAS

• Nordic Centre at Fudan University in Shanghai

• Women’s Studies Centre, Fudan University, Shanghai

• Malmö University, Sweden

• Lund University, Sweden

• Århus University, Denmark

NIAS and the Nordic Centre at Fudan University have now agreed to collaborate as conveners of future
Nordic–China Women and Gender Studies Conferences. The Second Nordic–China Women and Gender
Studies Conference will be held in August 2004 and will be hosted by Malmö University in Sweden. The
Conference theme is ‘Gender & Human Rights in China and the Nordic Countries’.

Information on the First Nordic–China Women and Gender Studies Conference can be found on the
conference homepage at http://eurasia.nias.ku.dk/norwag.

Cecilia Milwertz, Senior Researcher

The conference was a face-to-face dialogue and a first step towards scholarly collaboration on
women and gender studies between China and the Nordic countries. By bringing Chinese,
Nordic and other international scholars together, the conference created a lively forum for
scholarly debates, exchange of ideas and mutual inspiration.
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A Multifaceted Service:A Multifaceted Service:A Multifaceted Service:A Multifaceted Service:A Multifaceted Service:

NIAS Library and Information Centre – NIAS LINCNIAS Library and Information Centre – NIAS LINCNIAS Library and Information Centre – NIAS LINCNIAS Library and Information Centre – NIAS LINCNIAS Library and Information Centre – NIAS LINC

The vision of the NIAS Library and Information Centre is to be the leading information
service in the Nordic countries within Asian studies based on the social sciences. We will
achieve this through an innovative combination of conventional and electronic services and by
expansion of these services to a broader audience by making our services available where the
users are.

The NIAS Library contains the largest
collection of materials for the study of modern
Asia within the social sciences in the Nordic region
and it is a unique resource for Nordic Asia
research. The collection amounts to 30,000
monographs and 1,550 journals and newsletters.
Approximately half of these are current. They are
primarily in Western languages and cover most
of Asia. The Library’s acquisition policy is to collect
all major works and periodicals on modern Asian
studies in Western languages within the defined
fields of interest, i.e. politics, economics, history,
anthropology, sociology and development
studies. The Library adds approximately 1,500
volumes to the monograph collection every year.
The NIAS Library is a depository library of the
Asian Development Bank.

The Library and Information Centre is open
daily, and in June 2002 the opening hours were
changed to cover one evening a week in order
to meet the needs of our users.

The NIAS LINC homepage – http://
www.niaslinc.dk/ – gives access to a considerable
number of electronic resources. Extensive use
of the new information technology is necessary
in modern library and documentation work and
NIAS LINC plans new developments with this in
mind. The NIAS ‘Information Gateway to ASEM
in Asia’, including the bibliography ‘Asia–EU
relations 1990–2002’, was launched in August on
the occasion of the 4th ASEM Summit in Copen-
hagen. It was the first in a series of NIAS Infor-
mation Gateways.

The library management system ALEPH was
upgraded during the summer and all admin-
istrative modules are now fully implemented.

The Library collections can be retrieved in
NIAS ASIANA, the online catalogue hosted by the
Royal Library in Copenhagen (http://rex.kb.dk/
ALEPH/-/start/nia01)  and  accessible via the NIAS
Library homepage. NIAS ASIANA is now included
in www.deff.dk , the Danish Electronic Research
Library and in www.bibliotek.dk. The books in the
monograph collections are available to libraries
in the Nordic countries through the interlibrary loan
system and to the visitors of the Library. Journals
cannot be borrowed, but photocopies of articles
are available to other libraries on request and may
be printed from the collection of electronic journals
or photocopied on the spot by visitors to the library.

Access to the Asia Intelligence Service, a
comprehensive online source for political and
economic intelligence on Asia, has been made
possible through a sponsor agreement with
AsiaInt.

A growing part of the Library’s role is to collect,
evaluate and disseminate information on the
rapidly expanding volume of Asian Studies
information on the Internet. Further, the library
constantly strives to make itself better known
to the Nordic community in Asian Studies and
to other interested parties. We also inform other
institutions and organizations engaged in Asian
Studies worldwide about our resources as part
of a wider attempt of information exchange
within Asian studies.

A major organizational change took place
during 2002, as the IT services of NIAS  became
the responsibility of the NIAS Library and In-
formation Centre. This includes development
and maintenance of the NIAS website,  to be
launched in early  2003.

In 2002, the Library received donations from

•  Embassy of the Republic of Korea, Denmark

• Korea Foundation

• National Museum, Ethnographic Department,
Denmark

• Taipei Representative Office, Denmark

• Department of History, University of
Copenhagen

• Embassy of India, Denmark

• Embassy of the People’s Republic of China,
Denmark
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13NIAS Board as of 1 January 2003NIAS Board as of 1 January 2003NIAS Board as of 1 January 2003NIAS Board as of 1 January 2003NIAS Board as of 1 January 2003

NIAS Involved with Economic Policy Research and Advice in VietnamNIAS Involved with Economic Policy Research and Advice in VietnamNIAS Involved with Economic Policy Research and Advice in VietnamNIAS Involved with Economic Policy Research and Advice in VietnamNIAS Involved with Economic Policy Research and Advice in Vietnam

FinlandFinlandFinlandFinlandFinland
Professor Hans Christer BlomqvistHans Christer BlomqvistHans Christer BlomqvistHans Christer BlomqvistHans Christer Blomqvist – Chairman

Swedish Business School in Vasa and in Helsinki
hans.blomqvist@wasa.shh.fi

IcelandIcelandIcelandIcelandIceland
Professor Hannes Hólmsteinn GissurarsonHannes Hólmsteinn GissurarsonHannes Hólmsteinn GissurarsonHannes Hólmsteinn GissurarsonHannes Hólmsteinn Gissurarson
University of Iceland
hannesgi@rhi.hi.is

NorwayNorwayNorwayNorwayNorway
Director, Professor Helge HveemHelge HveemHelge HveemHelge HveemHelge Hveem

Center on Technology, Innovation and Culture (TIK),
University of Oslo

helge.hveem@tik.uio.no

SwedenSwedenSwedenSwedenSweden
Professor Christer GunnarssonChrister GunnarssonChrister GunnarssonChrister GunnarssonChrister Gunnarsson – Vice Chairman
School of Economics, Lund University
christer.gunnarsson@ekh.lu.se

Due to the rules of maximum
periods for memberships of the
Boards of Nordic institutions, the
Danish member, Ass. Professor
Clemens Stubbe Østergaard,
left the Board at the end of
December 2002.

The Swedish member, Am-
bassador Börje Ljunggren,
was appointed Swedish am-
bassador to the People’s
Republic of China and left the
NIAS Board in October 2002.

DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark
Assistant Professor, Dr. phil. Esther FihlEsther FihlEsther FihlEsther FihlEsther Fihl
Inst. for Archeology and Ethnography, University
of Copenhagen
efihl@hum.ku.dk

NIAS is responsible for a three-year project in Vietnam entitled  ‘Strengthening the Development Research and
Policy Analysis Capacity of the Central Institute of Economic Management (CIEM)’.

With finance from Danida, the project is intended to enhance the capacity of CIEM to provide sound economic
policy advice based on development research. The project started in 2001, and the major results in 2002
were: (i) ‘Vietnam’s Economy 2001’; (ii) a number of macroeconomic studies; (iii) the development and calibration
of an economic model used for training and in the design of macroeconomic projections for the Vietnamese
economy; (iv) a survey of the financial sector; (v) a field study of rural households in the central province of
Quang Nam; (vi) a number of short-term courses and seminars,
and (vii) scholarly exchange, which included a senior management
visit to Denmark and Norway in May. The visit launched a process
to develop an institutional development plan for CIEM.

The project is led by the Director of NIAS, Jørgen Delman, in
close collaboration with the President of CIEM, Dr. Dinh Van An.
At the end of 2002, the local project coordinator, Finn Tarp, was
appointed Professor of Development Economics at the
Development Economics Research Group, University of
Copenhagen. Finn Tarp and his group will continue to work with
CIEM under – this project.

CIEM website: www.ciem.org.vn
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14 NIAS Press:
Lasting value to the scholar

“In an age when so much
academic publication has
become market-driven, it
is a pleasure and joy to
read a volume such as
this, which is clearly
driven by concerns of
scholarly excellence
above all else. Although
neither the editor nor
many of the contributors
are native speakers of
English, the level of
English is far higher than
is often found today, and
there are none of the
typographical errors that
litter so many other
university press
publications. The
transcriptions,
comprehensive character
lists and the bibliography
all ensure that this
volume will be of lasting
value to the scholar.”
Journal of Asian
History (Volume 36:1,
2002), reviewing The
Eternal Storyteller,
edited by Vibeke Børdahl

NIAS has 33 years’ experience in Asian Studies publishing and
is one of only a few research institutes with a fully professional
book publication programme. Today our books are increasingly
noticed and respected in the wider scholarly community, and the
programme contributes significantly to the Institute’s international
profile. Evidence of this was especially found in the flow of book
reviews published in 2002 in a wide range of international journals.
The review extract printed below was fulsome in its praise but by
no means the only one of its kind. Virtually all NIAS books
scrutinized received positive reviews.

A new step in the development of the programme was made in
March 2002 with the launching of NIAS Press, an independent
publishing house focused exclusively on Asian Studies. By this move,
the NIAS Board set in motion several major new initiatives benefitting
both our authors and readers but without compromising the high
scholarly standards that have distinguished our earlier books.

Being an integral part of the Institute’s research environment,
the new NIAS Press can:

NIAS Press welcomes serious book proposals in all fields of
Asian Studies. Full details can be obtained from the NIAS Press
website or by contacting Gerald Jackson (gerald@nias.ku.dk)
or Janice Leon (janice@nias.ku.dk).

Imperial Japan and National
Identities in Asia, 1895–1945
Edited by Li Narangoa and
Robert Cribb

Elections in Indonesia. The
New Order and Beyond
Edited by Hans Antlöv and
Sven Cederroth

Wildlife in Asia. Cultural
Perspectives
Edited by John Knight

End of an EraEnd of an EraEnd of an EraEnd of an EraEnd of an Era

The last books to be
produced by NIAS for
RoutledgeCurzon (i..e.
under the old agreement
with Curzon Press) will
appear by mid-2003. All new
NIAS books will appear
under the NIAS Press
imprint.

 •  draw on the strengths and competencies of NIAS research
staff and wider networks

 •   participate in (and learn from) the Institute’s scholarly activities,
 •   present itself as a genuine academic Asian Studies publisher

with far greater ease and credibility than can the commercial
presses.

2002 proved to be the challenging and ‘interesting’ year for NIAS
Press that we had expected. The planning and restructuring
required to launch the new press had its cost: output was low – 9
books published and 4 in press – though in part this was also
due to the necessarily slow transition in our relationship with
RoutledgeCurzon. However, changes being implemented at the
year’s end promise far greater output in 2003.

In October, NIAS’s first appearance as an exhibitor at the Frankfurt
Book Fair – the premier international meeting-place for the publishing
industry – was a success and offers the press heightened op-
portunities in the coming years. Indeed, internationally, we saw a
widening and deepening of both our distribution network and our
relations with other (especially Asian) publishers. Of great importance
here was the development of a closer partnership with the University
of Hawai‘i Press, arguably the foremost Asian Studies publisher in
the world today. From 1 January 2003, Hawai‘i will be distributing
NIAS titles throughout North America. The development of joint book
series is also under discussion.

Indications for 2003 are that this will be another challenging
year, one that demands further effort and a sometimes painful
adaptation to a changing environment. But the achievements that
were made in 2002 give the press a solid foundation for significant
new successes in 2003.
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15Books Published during 2002Books Published during 2002Books Published during 2002Books Published during 2002Books Published during 2002

(A selection of books scheduled for publication in 2003 appears
on the back cover)

Harvesting Development. The Construction of Fresh Food
Markets in Papua New Guinea
Karl BenediktssonKarl BenediktssonKarl BenediktssonKarl BenediktssonKarl Benediktsson
NIAS, March 2002, 320 pp., illus.
Hbk • 87-87062-92-5 • £45 Pbk • 87-87062-91-7 • £17.99
(North American co-edition sold to University of Michigan Press)

Good Government. Nordic and East Asian Perspectives
Geir Helgesen and Uichol KimGeir Helgesen and Uichol KimGeir Helgesen and Uichol KimGeir Helgesen and Uichol KimGeir Helgesen and Uichol Kim
NIAS–DUPI, August 2002, 66 pp, illus.
Pbk •  0-91114-16-0 • DKK 100

War or Peace in the South China Sea?
Edited by Timo KivimäkiEdited by Timo KivimäkiEdited by Timo KivimäkiEdited by Timo KivimäkiEdited by Timo Kivimäki
NIAS, July 2002, 192 pp., illus.
Pbk • 87-91114-01-2 • £14.99

Tanegashima  – The Arrival of Europe in Japan
Olof G. LidinOlof G. LidinOlof G. LidinOlof G. LidinOlof G. Lidin
NIAS Press, October 2002, 320 pp, illus.
Hbk • 0-7007-1674-2 • £45 Pbk • 0-7007-1675-0 • £17.99

Reforming Thai Politics
Edited by Duncan McCargoEdited by Duncan McCargoEdited by Duncan McCargoEdited by Duncan McCargoEdited by Duncan McCargo
NIAS, March 2002, 320 pp.
Hbk • 87-87062-94-1 • £40 Pbk • 87-87062-93-3 • £15.99
(Asian co-editions sold to ISEAS and Silkworm Books)

Beijing Women Organizing for Change. A New Wave of the
Chinese Women’s Movement
Cecilia Nathansen MilwertzCecilia Nathansen MilwertzCecilia Nathansen MilwertzCecilia Nathansen MilwertzCecilia Nathansen Milwertz
NIAS, July 2002, 192 pp.
Pbk • 87-87062-72-0 • £14.99

Rural Capitalists in Asia. A Comparative Analysis on India,
Indonesia and Malaysia
Mario RuttenMario RuttenMario RuttenMario RuttenMario Rutten
RoutledgeCurzon, November 2002, 288 pp., illus.
Hbk • 0-7007-1626-2 • £50 Pbk • 0-7007-1627-0 • £16.99

The House in Southeast Asia. A Changing Social, Economic and
Political Domain
Edited by Stephen Edited by Stephen Edited by Stephen Edited by Stephen Edited by Stephen Sparkes and Signe HowellSparkes and Signe HowellSparkes and Signe HowellSparkes and Signe HowellSparkes and Signe Howell
RoutledgeCurzon, October 2002, 288 pp., illus.
Hbk • 0-7007-1157-0 • £40

Institutions, Livelihoods and the Environment. Change and
Response in Mainland Southeast Asia
Compiled by Andrea Straub, with an Introduction by Per RonnåsCompiled by Andrea Straub, with an Introduction by Per RonnåsCompiled by Andrea Straub, with an Introduction by Per RonnåsCompiled by Andrea Straub, with an Introduction by Per RonnåsCompiled by Andrea Straub, with an Introduction by Per Ronnås
NIAS, January 2002, 420 pp.
Pbk • 87-87062-98-4 • £17.99

Fuller details of the NIAS publishing programme are available
at www.niaspress.dk, where you can also access our online
bookshop. Additionally, a printed catalogue can be requested
from Andrea Straub (books@nias.ku.dk).

Fengshui in China. Geomantic
Divination Between State
Orthodoxy and Popular Religion
Ole BruunOle BruunOle BruunOle BruunOle Bruun
NIAS Press,  2003, 320 pp.,
illus.
Hbk • 0-7007-1673-4 • £50
(North American co-edition sold
to University of Hawaii) Press)

Red Hills. Migrants and the State
in the Highlands of Vietnam
Andrew HardyAndrew HardyAndrew HardyAndrew HardyAndrew Hardy
NIAS Press, 2003, 284 pp., illus.,
16 colour plates
Hbk • 0-7007-1677-7 • £50
(North American co-edition sold to
University of Hawaii Press)

Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts.
Codices Arabici Arthur
Christenseniani
Irmeli PerhoIrmeli PerhoIrmeli PerhoIrmeli PerhoIrmeli Perho
NIAS Press, 2003, 416 pp., illus.
Hbk •  87-91114-07-1 • £100

Now AvailableNow AvailableNow AvailableNow AvailableNow Available
(January 2003)(January 2003)(January 2003)(January 2003)(January 2003)
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Forthcoming from NIAS Press
In Search of Chin IdentityIn Search of Chin IdentityIn Search of Chin IdentityIn Search of Chin IdentityIn Search of Chin Identity
A Study in Religion, Politics and Ethnic Identity in BurmaA Study in Religion, Politics and Ethnic Identity in BurmaA Study in Religion, Politics and Ethnic Identity in BurmaA Study in Religion, Politics and Ethnic Identity in BurmaA Study in Religion, Politics and Ethnic Identity in Burma
Lian H SakhongLian H SakhongLian H SakhongLian H SakhongLian H Sakhong
Provides a clear analysis of the close relationship
between religion, ethnicity and nationalism.
NIAS, April 2003, 304 pp., illus.
Hbk •  0-7007-1679-3 • £50

The UP SagaThe UP SagaThe UP SagaThe UP SagaThe UP Saga
Susan M MartinSusan M MartinSusan M MartinSusan M MartinSusan M Martin
Fascinating story of United Plantations Berhad and the
transformation of the plantations sector in Malaysia from
colonial times.
NIAS • May 2003 • 320 pp., illus
Hbk • 87-91114-20-9 • £50

Contesting Visions of the Lao PastContesting Visions of the Lao PastContesting Visions of the Lao PastContesting Visions of the Lao PastContesting Visions of the Lao Past
Laos Historiography at the CrossroadsLaos Historiography at the CrossroadsLaos Historiography at the CrossroadsLaos Historiography at the CrossroadsLaos Historiography at the Crossroads
Edited by Christopher E. Goscha and Søren IvarssonEdited by Christopher E. Goscha and Søren IvarssonEdited by Christopher E. Goscha and Søren IvarssonEdited by Christopher E. Goscha and Søren IvarssonEdited by Christopher E. Goscha and Søren Ivarsson
First study to directly address the issue of Lao identity
in histories of the formation of modern Laos.
NIAS, June 2003, 352 pp.
Hbk •  87-91114-02-0 • £50

Private Academies of Chinese Private Academies of Chinese Private Academies of Chinese Private Academies of Chinese Private Academies of Chinese Learning in Meiji JapanLearning in Meiji JapanLearning in Meiji JapanLearning in Meiji JapanLearning in Meiji Japan
The Decline and Transformation of the Kangaku JukuThe Decline and Transformation of the Kangaku JukuThe Decline and Transformation of the Kangaku JukuThe Decline and Transformation of the Kangaku JukuThe Decline and Transformation of the Kangaku Juku
Margaret MehlMargaret MehlMargaret MehlMargaret MehlMargaret Mehl
The only study available in English of Japan’s traditional
Confucian schools.
NIAS, June 2003, 288 pp., illus.
Hbk •  87-91114-03-9 • £45

From Subjects to CitizensFrom Subjects to CitizensFrom Subjects to CitizensFrom Subjects to CitizensFrom Subjects to Citizens
Balinese Villagers Balinese Villagers Balinese Villagers Balinese Villagers Balinese Villagers in the in the in the in the in the Indonesian Nation-Indonesian Nation-Indonesian Nation-Indonesian Nation-Indonesian Nation-StateStateStateStateState
Lyn ParkerLyn ParkerLyn ParkerLyn ParkerLyn Parker
Unusual in showing the New-Order state in a quite
different light.
NIAS, June 2003, 288 pp.
Hbk: 87-91114-04-7 • £45, dkk540

Performing the NationPerforming the NationPerforming the NationPerforming the NationPerforming the Nation
Cultural Politics in New Order IndonesiaCultural Politics in New Order IndonesiaCultural Politics in New Order IndonesiaCultural Politics in New Order IndonesiaCultural Politics in New Order Indonesia
Jörgen HellmanJörgen HellmanJörgen HellmanJörgen HellmanJörgen Hellman
Offers valuable insights into the underlying dynamics
of today’s Indonesia.
NIAS, June 2003, 272 pp, illus.
Hbk • 0-7007-1678-5 • £45

The Social Dynamics of Deforestation in theThe Social Dynamics of Deforestation in theThe Social Dynamics of Deforestation in theThe Social Dynamics of Deforestation in theThe Social Dynamics of Deforestation in the
PhilippinesPhilippinesPhilippinesPhilippinesPhilippines
Actions, Options and MotivationsActions, Options and MotivationsActions, Options and MotivationsActions, Options and MotivationsActions, Options and Motivations
Gerhard van den TopGerhard van den TopGerhard van den TopGerhard van den TopGerhard van den Top
Detailed case study into the dynamics of forest use,
degradation and loss in the Philippines.
NIAS, July 2003, 352 pp., illus
Hbk • 0-7007-1483-9 • £45, DKK 540

Chinese Communists and the WestChinese Communists and the WestChinese Communists and the WestChinese Communists and the WestChinese Communists and the West
A Concise Biographical Handbook of Chinese CommunistsA Concise Biographical Handbook of Chinese CommunistsA Concise Biographical Handbook of Chinese CommunistsA Concise Biographical Handbook of Chinese CommunistsA Concise Biographical Handbook of Chinese Communists
and Western Supportersand Western Supportersand Western Supportersand Western Supportersand Western Supporters
Thomas KampenThomas KampenThomas KampenThomas KampenThomas Kampen
An essential reference for the history of modern China
or the Comintern.
NIAS, July 2003, 208 pp., illus.
Hbk • 87-91114-00-4 • £30
Pbk • 87-87062-99-2 • £15.99

The Indonesian Military After the New OrderThe Indonesian Military After the New OrderThe Indonesian Military After the New OrderThe Indonesian Military After the New OrderThe Indonesian Military After the New Order
Sukardi RinakitSukardi RinakitSukardi RinakitSukardi RinakitSukardi Rinakit
First study that addresses the role of the military in post-
Suharto Indonesia.
NIAS, September 2003, 256 pp., illus.
Hbk • 87-91114-05-5 • £40
Pbk • 87-91114-06-3 • £15.99

Reaching for the DreamReaching for the DreamReaching for the DreamReaching for the DreamReaching for the Dream
Challenges of Sustainable Development in VietnamChallenges of Sustainable Development in VietnamChallenges of Sustainable Development in VietnamChallenges of Sustainable Development in VietnamChallenges of Sustainable Development in Vietnam
Edited by Melanie Beresford and Angie Ngoc TranEdited by Melanie Beresford and Angie Ngoc TranEdited by Melanie Beresford and Angie Ngoc TranEdited by Melanie Beresford and Angie Ngoc TranEdited by Melanie Beresford and Angie Ngoc Tran
Focuses on the effects of the transition from central
planning and under-development
NIAS • September 2003 • 288 pp., illus
Hbk • 87-91114-19-5 • £50

Power and Political Culture in Suharto’s IndonesiaPower and Political Culture in Suharto’s IndonesiaPower and Political Culture in Suharto’s IndonesiaPower and Political Culture in Suharto’s IndonesiaPower and Political Culture in Suharto’s Indonesia
The Indonesian Democratic Party (PDI) and the Decline of theThe Indonesian Democratic Party (PDI) and the Decline of theThe Indonesian Democratic Party (PDI) and the Decline of theThe Indonesian Democratic Party (PDI) and the Decline of theThe Indonesian Democratic Party (PDI) and the Decline of the
New Order (1986-98)New Order (1986-98)New Order (1986-98)New Order (1986-98)New Order (1986-98)
Stefan EklöfStefan EklöfStefan EklöfStefan EklöfStefan Eklöf
Analyses politics under the New Order and its influence
on current systems of power and political relations
NIAS, October 2003, 320 pp.
Hbk • 87-91114-18-7 • £50

Commoners and NoblesCommoners and NoblesCommoners and NoblesCommoners and NoblesCommoners and Nobles
Hereditary Divisions in TibetHereditary Divisions in TibetHereditary Divisions in TibetHereditary Divisions in TibetHereditary Divisions in Tibet
Heidi FjeldHeidi FjeldHeidi FjeldHeidi FjeldHeidi Fjeld
Asks how and why the social categories of pre-
communist Lhasa persist and stay relevant in today.
NIAS • October 2003 • 224 pp., illus
Hbk • 87-91114-17-9 • £45

Modernization and Effeminization in IndiaModernization and Effeminization in IndiaModernization and Effeminization in IndiaModernization and Effeminization in IndiaModernization and Effeminization in India
Kerala Cashew Workers Since 1930Kerala Cashew Workers Since 1930Kerala Cashew Workers Since 1930Kerala Cashew Workers Since 1930Kerala Cashew Workers Since 1930
Anna LindbergAnna LindbergAnna LindbergAnna LindbergAnna Lindberg
Traces changes since the 1930s in gender relations
among low-caste men and women.
NIAS • October 2003 • 288 pp., illus
Hbk • 87-91114-21-7 • £50

Nature and NationNature and NationNature and NationNature and NationNature and Nation
Forests and Development in Peninsular MalaysiaForests and Development in Peninsular MalaysiaForests and Development in Peninsular MalaysiaForests and Development in Peninsular MalaysiaForests and Development in Peninsular Malaysia
Jeya Kathirithamby-WellsJeya Kathirithamby-WellsJeya Kathirithamby-WellsJeya Kathirithamby-WellsJeya Kathirithamby-Wells
Major contribution to the forest history of Peninsular
Malaysia, a ground-breaking and seminal study.
NIAS • October 2003 • 352 pp., illus.
Hbk • 87-91114-22-5 • £55
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